INSIGHTIVE ANALYTICS
The end-to-end analytics solution built for oncology

InSightive™ analytics is a multi-modality oncology analytics solution that can advance oncology providers’ understanding of their data. Its simple interfaces allow users to easily explore their clinical and operational data to uncover trends that may lead to improved outcomes.

AGGREGATE
Collects and structures oncology specific clinical and operational data and prepares it for analytics

EXPLORE
Simplifies understanding of data and discovery of insights through user-friendly data exploration

VISUALIZE
Delivers dynamic and interactive data visualizations through multiple viewing options

CUSTOMIZE
Enables analytics to be customized through the help of Varian’s professional services team
EXPLORE. ANSWER. EMPOWER.

Business intelligence
Automates business intelligence by aggregating, structuring, and processing disparate data sources.

Real-time insights
Refreshes data with live connections and automatic updates to attain real-time insights.

Intuitive operation
Simplifies interaction with data through intuitive drag & drop and drill-down capabilities.

Data exploration
Uncovers important patterns and trends through simple data exploration and visualizations.

Compare patient treatments and outcomes across multiple modalities...

...and drill down to individual patient levels.
PUBLISH. SHARE. CUSTOMIZE.

Smart dashboards
Provides pre-built smart dashboards for referral patterns, wait times, workload capacity, and more.

Data-driven decisions
Facilitates data-driven decision making via collaborative interfaces, alerts, and notifications.

Fast sharing
Enables fast sharing and publishing for consumption on web browsers and mobile devices.

Customized analytics
Customizes analytics to clinical and operational workflows through engaging professional services.

Identify geographical distribution of patient referrals...

...and discover root causes for referral pattern changes.
Discover how InSightive meets your analytics needs

Customers around the world have found that InSightive is a must-have analytics tool that continues to evolve with regular product enhancing upgrades. The current release of InSightive analytics is available for the ARIA® oncology information system for radiation oncology (RO), ARIA for medical oncology (MO) and comprehensive cancer solution (CCS) customers, and requires ARIA v13.6 or higher and supporting databases.

Please contact a Varian sales representative today to see how InSightive will meet your analytics needs!

InSightive v1.0 (Mass market launch)
- ARIA RO data coverage
- Smart dashboards

InSightive v1.2
- Increased data attribute coverage
- ARIA MO/CCS expansion
- Multisite/Multi-database capabilities
- Increased professional services

InSightive pilot (Limited release)

WORLDWIDE INSIGHTIVE ADOPTION

Customers Worldwide

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>InSightive v1.0 (Mass market launch)</th>
<th>InSightive v1.2 (Announcement)</th>
<th>InSightive pilot (Limited release)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>ARIA RO data coverage</td>
<td>Increased data attribute coverage</td>
<td>Increased professional services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Smart dashboards</td>
<td>ARIA MO/CCS expansion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Multisite/Multi-database capabilities</td>
<td>Increased data attribute coverage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

InSightive Product Disclaimer

InSightive™ analytics is a software tool for the aggregation and display of customer’s information and data maintained within customer’s ARIA® oncology information system and is to be used solely for informational purposes. InSightive™ analytics is not a substitute for customer’s primary data source and is not for use as data or other sources for the diagnosis of disease or other conditions, or in the cure, mitigation, treatment, or prevention of disease. Varian Medical Systems is not authorized or qualified to engage in activities that may be construed or deemed to constitute the practice of medicine.
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Not all features or products are available in all markets.
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